Measures Taken by Iran to Prevent Transnational Organized Crimes and its Estimated Position Compared to the UN Criminal Policy

ABSTRACT:
Transnational Organized crimes are being considered as one of the most important problems of the 21st century. These crimes are the result of rapid and frequent expansion of organized crime. The rise of these crimes is due to the development of global networks, with the lack of cooperation among countries in the fight against them. In the absence of an organized framework and the absence of international conventions, there is no particular prevention and no independent body of strategies has been designated. So, in order to exit from this situation, different prevention strategies such as pastoral and social preventions have been set each of which has a different role in supply and demand of these crimes. The study of the measures taken by the government of Iran against Transnational Organized Crimes and UN conventions (Palermo and Merida).
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Tax revenues from legal entities are one of the important sources in state tax revenues. Since these entities record changes in the tax burden and express tax and diagnostic tax. In other words, the results of hypotheses show markedly the role of distortions in tax evasion.

With the quickly widespread availability of computers and information technology and advanced media no country can to ... affordability of decision-making. And there was no evidence to reject the mentioned fourfold hypothesis.

The aim of present study is to determine the share of psychological empowerment and internalexternal source of control in prediction of the organizational commitment and personality variables influenced organizational commitment of education bureau personnel.

The aim of this research is to discuss effect of education of philosophy upon creativity of students for ... dependant groups. The findings are confirmed by validity and creditably for children that is extension and innovation.

Purpose of the present study was to compare resiliency, styles of coping with stress, alexithymia and fear of negative events even in some cases it has been led to bankrupt them. So, the research tries to survey the relationship between several effective factors and ... tax, legal and financial misstatement of companies is high; their restatement of financial statements will be more.

The role of psychological empowerment and external source of control in state education bureau personnel is examined.

Examining the Relationship between Several Effective Factors and Corporate Tax Status

Examining the Relationship between Financial Misstatements and Legal and Corporate Tax Misstatements in Listed Companies in Tehran Stock Exchange

Examining the Relationship between Legal and Financial Misstatement and Restatement of Financial Statements

Examining the Relationship between Corporate Tax Status and Firm's Profit and Loss Figures

Examining the Effect of Some Auditing Features with Restatement in the Listed Companies

Identifying the Effective Factors on Achievement of Smart Schools by Review of the Status Quo and Problems in Smarts Schools

Psychological Characteristics of Patients Suffering from Multiple Sclerosis

Effects of Automated Office Systems (Automation) on Improve Decision-Making of Staff Managers (At the Airports Company of Country)

The Role of Psychological Empowerment and Internal-External Source of Control in Prediction of the Organizational Commitment

Office Automation, Improve decision-Making, Decisions Theories, Information Systems of Management

Financial Performance, Capital Structure, Free Cash, Operational Risks

An important asset for the company is liquidity and Cash retention depends on management decision and avoidance of operational risks. There is a significant relationship variety of activities and products and the performance of companies.

This study examines the effectiveness of spiritual therapy training in increasing rate of marital satisfaction in terms of marital satisfaction rate among the experimental and control group and the research assumption is confirmed.
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ABSTRACT:
This study investigates the relationship between the dimensions of organizational structure (complexity, Formality and Centralization) and entrepreneurship. It is found that there is a significant and positive relationship between complexity and entrepreneurship.
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ABSTRACT:
The present investigation was aimed to investigate the effectiveness of life skills training on increasing the rate of general health and its dimensions (reducing the symptoms of anxiety, depression, physical and social issues).
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ABSTRACT:
This study examines the quality of voluntary disclosure on the opinion and fees of the independent auditors in listed companies. It is found that there is a significant and positive relationship between the quality of voluntary disclosure and the opinion and fees of the independent auditors.
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ABSTRACT:
English learning as an international language is a required skill for students but despite of trying there are factors affecting this. The present study is an attempt to use Augmented Reality as an environment to help learning English, and then related advantages and impact of this environment has examined on some students with questionnaire survey.

Keywords: Augmented reality, M-learning, children and computer interaction, Second language learning.

ABSTRACT:
The present investigation was aimed to study factors affecting the use of Information and Communication Technologies in the educational environment. The results show that cost and capital factor are the most important factors, and educational, technical and structural, and skill factors are in the next priorities.

Keywords: Information and communication technology, Cost and capital factors, Skill factors, Faculty members

ABSTRACT:
Greek Aesop's legends book is one sample of allegory legends in western literature that has been translated into all languages. This study is an attempt to show that at least 12 concepts of Aesop's legends have been represented in Kalila-wa-Dimna with trivial modifications.

Keywords: Aesop, Kalila-wa-Dimna, Ibn-e-Moghaffa, Allegory Legend, Comparative Literature

ABSTRACT:
This study is conducted to figure out the relations between different managerial styles (conventional, moderate and participative) on the creativity of physical education staffs. The results showed that male managers have more participative management style than females.
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